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Abstra t
Re ent experiments and analysis suggest that there are about 800 million publi ly-indexable web
pages. However, unlike books in a traditional library, web pages ontinue to hange even after they are
initially published by their authors and indexed by sear h engines. This paper des ribes preliminary
data on and statisti al analysis of the frequen y and nature of web page modi ations. Using empiri al
models and a novel analyti metri of \up-to-dateness", we estimate the rate at whi h web sear h engines
must re-index the web to remain urrent.
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Introdu tion

Sin e its in eption s ar ely a de ade ago, the World Wide Web has be ome a popular vehi le for disseminating
s ienti , ommer ial and personal information. The web onsists of individual pages linked to and from
other pages through Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) onstru ts. The web is patently de entralized.
Web pages are reated, maintained and modi ed at random times by thousands, perhaps millions, of users
around the world.
Sear h engines are an index of the web, playing the role of traditional library atalogs. However, a book or
magazine does not hange on e it is published, whereas web pages typi ally do. Therefore, web sear h engines
must o asionally re-visit pages and re-index them to stay urrent. This is a onstant hallenge onsidering
that re ent empiri al studies by Lawren e and Giles [LG99℄ have estimated the size of the publi ly-indexable
web to be at least 800 million pages (and limbing). The size of the web is only one fa tor in the re-indexing
problem; the rate at whi h pages hange is equally important.
This paper starts with a des ription of our observational data on the rates of hange for a large sample
of web pages. Based on this data, we develop an exponential probabilisti model for the times between
individual web page hanges. We further develop a model for the distribution of the hange rates de ning
those exponential distributions. These two estimates an be ombined to answer questions about how fast a
sear h engine must re-index the web to remain \ urrent" with respe t to a novel de nition of urren y. We
introdu e the on ept of ( ; )- urren y whi h de nes our notion of being up-to-date by using a probability,
, that a sear h engine is urrent, relative to a gra e period, , for a randomly sele ted web page.
 This resear h was partially supported by AFOSR grant F49620-97-1-0382, DARPA grant F30602-98-2-0107 and NSF grant
CCR-9813744. Any opinions, ndings, and on lusions are those of the authors and do not ne essarily re e t the views of the
above agen ies.
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Our observational data is based on statisti s gathered from over two million web pages spe i ed by over
25,000 users of a web lipping servi e [Inf95℄. We have observed pages at a rate of about 100,000 pages per
day, for a period of over seven months, re ording how and when these pages have hanged. The data indi ate
that the time between modi ations of a typi al web page an be modeled by an exponential distribution,
whi h is parameterized by the rate of hanges for the page. Our data further indi ate that the re ipro al
of that parameter, whi h is the expe ted time between hanges, is well-modeled by a Weibull distribution
a ross pages.
As a measure of how up-to-date a sear h engine is, we develop the pre ise on ept of ( ; )- urren y of a
sear h engine with respe t to a hanging olle tion of web pages. Loosely speaking, the sear h engine data
for a given web page is said to be - urrent if the page has not hanged between the last time it was indexed
and time units ago. In this ontext, is the \gra e period" for allowing unobserved hanges to a web page.
A sear h engine for a olle tion of pages is then said to be ( ; )- urrent if a randomly (a ording to some
spe i ed probability distribution) hosen page in the olle tion has a sear h engine entry that is - urrent
with probability at least .
To get an intuitive feeling for this on ept, we might say that a daily newspaper is (0.90, 1 day)- urrent
when it is printed, meaning that the newspaper has at least 0.9 probability of ontaining 1 day urrent
information on topi s of interest to its readers (this reader interest is the spe i ed probability distribution).
Here 1 day urrent means that events that have happened within the last day, namely the gra e period,
are not expe ted to be reported and we \forgive" the newspaper for not reporting them. Similarly, hourly
television news would be (0.95, 1 hour)- urrent and so on. The idea is that we are willing to \forgive"
an index or sour e if it is not ompletely up-to-date with respe t to the gra e period, but we have a high
expe tation that it is up-to-date with respe t to that time.
Our empiri al analysis of web page hanges is ombined with existing estimates of the web's size to
estimate how many pages a sear h engine must re-index daily to maintain ( ; )- urren y of the entire
indexable web. Using 800 million do uments [LG99℄ as the size of the web, we show that a (0.95, 1 week)urrent sear h engine must download and index at least 45 million pages a day, whi h would require a
bandwidth of around 50 megabits/se ond (using an average page size of approximately 12 kilobytes and
assuming uniform pro essing). A (0.95, 1 day)- urrent sear h engine must re-index at the rate of at least
94 million pages daily, or 104 megabits/se ond. Our results allow estimation of re-indexing rates in order to
maintain general ( ; )- urren y of a web index.
Previous work on web page hange rates has addressed the e e t hanging pages have on a he onsisten y
[DFKM97℄. The metri s used there fo us on the e e t of dynami s on web a hing, rather than on the web
page hange dynami s themselves. For example, [DFKM97℄ uses a web page \ hange ratio," de ned as the
number of a esses to a hanged page divided by the total number of a esses.
Our work also on erns the performan e of a sear h engine in maintaining a web index. In [CLW97℄,
a formal proof is given for the optimal sample period for monitoring a olle tion of pages that hange
memorylessly, under ertain sampling onditions. Optimality is measured by a sum of total time out-of-date
for pages in the index, where ea h term is weighted by expe ted time between page hanges. Our measures
are similar in spirit, but introdu e a temporal and probabilisti relaxation of what it means to be up-to-date,
namely the on ept of ( ; )- urren y.
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Colle ting web page hange data

Sin e early 1996, we have maintained a web lipping servi e alled \The Informant"1 that downloads and
pro esses on the order of 100,000 web pages daily. The servi e monitors spe i URLs for hanges, and also
runs standing user queries against one of four sear h engines2 at spe i ed intervals. Any of three events
trigger a noti ation of a user by email. The user is noti ed by email if (1) a monitored URL hanges, (2)
new results appear in the top results returned by a sear h engine in response to a standing query, or (3) any
of the urrent top sear h results shows a hange. A hange, for our purposes, is any alteration of the web
page, no matter how minor.
1 http://informant.dartmouth.edu
2 AltaVista, Ex ite, Infoseek, and Ly
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Figure 1: Histogram: Last-modi ed times (GMT), mod 24  7 hours. Peaks in modi ation frequen y are

learly visible during US working hours, and diminish on weekends. Assumpitons of stationarity in page alteration
probability will break down at this s ale.

Beginning in Mar h 1999, we started ar hiving HTML page summary information for all downloads. As
of this writing, this has involved the download and pro essing of over 200 gigabytes of HTML data. The
ar hived information in ludes the last-modi ed time stamp (if given), the time of observation (using the
remote server's time stamp if possible), and stylisti information (number of images, tables, links and similar
data). The Informant sele ts and monitors web pages in a very spe i way, so on lusions from the data
must be interpreted only after knowing our sampling methods.
Sin e the Informant makes repeated observations of only those pages ranked high by sear h engines, this
biases against those pages whi h are not relevant to our users' standing queries. Our sample is also biased
towards the individual user-sele ted URLs whi h have been deemed worth monitoring. While neither of
these is rippling, they do olor our results by being slanted towards those pages that our users wish to
monitor. We do not laim that this bias is a popularity bias, sin e our users' queries are not ne essarily the
same as those whi h are of general interest.
Another important onsideration is the sample rate. Standing queries are run no more often than on e
every three days for any single user, and some users' queries are run on e every seven days or more. Therefore,
the only way a page is observed more than on e every three days is if it is needed by a di erent user on ea h of
those days. A number of popular sites (news sites, shareware distributors, pro ient \keyword spammers")
fall into this ategory. Moreover, to keep our servi e from annoying providers of popular ontent, we a he
pages (and delete the a he prior to gathering ea h day's results), so no more than one observation is made
of a single page per day. In addition, sin e we run our queries periodi ally and only at night, sample times
for any given page are orrelated.
Many monitored sites exhibit a partial overlap between users, resulting in observations being made at
irregular intervals. For extremely fast- hanging pages, it is quite possible that many hanges will o ur
between observations, making dire t observation of all su h hanges impossible. When LAST-MODIFIED
information is given in the HTTP header, we an work around this by estimating hange rates from ages.
This will be dis ussed in greater detail in later se tions.
While LAST-MODIFIED information is available for around 65% of our observations, the absen e of su h
information does seem to indi ate a more volatile resour e. Spe i ally, not having this timestamp makes an
observation of any given resour e about twi e as likely to show a modi ation. Therefore, estimates of hange
rates based solely on pages that provide a timestamp are lower bounds (slowest estimate). Timestamps also
show, indire tly, that most webpages are modi ed during the span of US working hours (between around 8
AM and 8 PM, Eastern time). This is shown in Figure 1. This is where any assumption of stationarity in
hange probability will break down; modi ations are less likely during the low times on this plot.
Not surprisingly, there is a orrelation between the style of a webpage and its age. For example, in
Figure 2, we show how the distribution of ontent-lengths and number of images depends upon age. Ea h
plot shows two distributions, one using data from pages last modi ed between 6/94 and 6/95, and the other
using pages between 6/98 and 6/99, to show how newer pages are frequently longer and have more images.
Both distributions in the gure argue for the importan e of spa e-saving te hnology (su h as ompression
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Figure 2: Stylisti

lues to webpage age. On the left, we show two distributions of ontent-length, or the number
of bytes in a webpage. One is for pages dated between 6/94 and 6/95, and the other is for pages last modi ed between
6/98 and 6/99. Widespread use of spa e-intensive s ripting languages and stylisti elements (<FONT> tags, pre ise
table and image sizing, and so forth) has driven the ontent length upwards. On the right, a similar trend is seen in
the number of images, often used in more re ently modi ed pages to make a more visually appealing presentation.
Mu h of this re e ts the shift from an a ademi - entri web to a ommer ial- entri one.

te hniques written into the HTTP-1.1 standard, as ading style sheets (CSS), and use of Extended Markup
Language (XML) where appropriate). Similar trends, sometimes mu h more pronoun ed, are seen in the
usage of se ond-generation tags, su h as the <TABLE> and <FORM> tags. While it might be feasible to
use stylisti ues to estimate ages for pages whi h do not provide a timestamp, a far better solution is
for ontent providers to in lude one along with an estimated expiration time. This potentially has many
bene ts, in luding better a he performan e and fewer wasted observations by sear h engines (if honesty in
expiration estimation is enfor ed).
A popular question regarding our data is, \What about dynami ally-generated pages?" We an determine
an upper bound on what per entage of pages are dynami by looking at how many pages hange on every
repeat observation. Following [DFKM97℄, we an plot a umulative distribution fun tion of \ hange ratios"
as in Figure 3. As mentioned in the introdu tion, a hange ratio is de ned by the number of hanges
observed, divided by the number of repeat a esses made. Obviously, this statisti depends heavily upon the
sample rate, but it does give a feeling for the distribution of hange rates. We have plotted hange ratios
orresponding to pages whi h had been observed six times or more. A unit ratio indi ates a resour e that
always hanges faster than the sample rate, meaning it may be totally dynami , although it may just hange
very qui kly. The plot shows that 4% of pages hanged on every repeat observation (70% of these pages did
not give a timestamp), while no hange was observed for 56% of pages. The average page is observed 12
times over an average of 37 days, so this portion of pages that did not hange would be mu h smaller if the
monitoring was over a longer timespan.
The di eren e between a downloaded page's last-modi ed timestamp and the time at downloading is
de ned as the page's age. Re ording the ages of the pages in the Informant database allows us to make
several inferen es about how those ages are distributed.
Estimates of the umulative distribution fun tion (CDF) and the probability density fun tion (PDF) of
page age are shown in Figure 4. A few observations about these plots give insight into the distribution of
do ument ages. About one page in ve is younger than eleven days. The median age is around 100 days,
so about half of the web's ontent is younger than three months. The older half has a very long tail: about
one page in four is older than one year and sometimes mu h older than that. In a few rare ases, server
lo ks are set in orre tly, making the timestamp ina urate. The oldest pages that appear to have orre t
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Figure 3: Cumulative distribution of hange ratios. The \ hange ratio" for a page is de ned as the number
of hanges observed divided by the number of repeat a esses. We have plotted the umulative distribution of this
statisti for pages whi h have been observed six times or more. This shows that no more than 4% of these pages are
totally dynami , while we have never observed any sort of hange for 56% of pages. These values are very dependent
upon the sampling s heme and are therefore not omprable to numbers taken from web a he-based studies.

timestamps are from around 1992, some of whi h are \ar haeologi ally" interesting3 . Our data on page age
is similar to that found in an earlier study [DFKM97℄; when the histograms in Figure 4 are altered so that
the bins have the same size as in [DFKM97℄, our distribution mat hes their data for \infrequently-a essed"
HTML pages.
Typi al age observations are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Sin e pages are only observed for as long as
they remain in any user's sear h results, many single pages are only monitored for a limited time. As su h,
no alterations are ever observed on about 56% of the pages we have monitored4 . This type of behavior is
often appears like the examples shown in Figure 5. When web pages are more dynami , their age samples
look more like the examples in Figure 6, where the pages have progressed through many hanges and we
have observed the ages over that time span. This usually produ es distributions lose to an exponential
PDF. Some rapidly hanging pages appear to be periodi , though the period is rarely larger than one day.
Periodi ity an be inferred from age distributions that appear to be approximately uniform. Still other pages
are entirely dynami , generated anew with ea h a ess, but these are not more than 4% of our olle tion.
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Modeling the hanges in a single page

To make further analysis possible, we model the hanges in a single web page as a renewal pro ess [Pap84℄.
A good example and analogy is a system of repla ement parts. Imagine a light xture into whi h we pla e
a lightbulb. Whenever that bulb burns out, it is repla ed immediately. We speak of the time between
lightbulb failures as the \lifetime" of a bulb. At a spe i instant, we de ne the time sin e the present
lifetime began to be the \age" of the bulb. The analogy to web page hanges is that a page's lifetime is the
time between hanges (where hange is arbitrarily but unambiguously de ned). The age is the time between
a given instant and the most re ent hange prior to that instant. We diagram these on epts in Figure 7.
In this initial study, we assume that individual lifetimes are independent and identi ally distributed, and
that the lifetime distribution of a parti ular page does not hange over time (the distribution is stationary).
Not surprisingly, the lifetime probability density, f (t), is losely related to the age probability density, g (t).
The a t of observing \the age is t units" is the same as knowing \the lifetime is no smaller than t units."
Intuitively, this indi ates that the PDF g (t) should be proportional to the probability 1 F (t) of a given
3 These may not be around for long; before they disappear, see http://www.w3.org/Out-Of-Date/...
hypertext/DataSour es/WWW/Servers.html (a listing of web servers from 1992) or http://www.h .hawaii.edu/guide/...
www.guide.html (a web guide from 1993)
4 This statisti obviously depends upon the length of time we monitor a web page
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by integrating the estimate of the PDF.
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lifetime ex eeding t units, where F (t) is the CDF orresponding to f (t). To make g (t) a proper probability
distribution, the onstant of proportionality is hosen so that g (t) is normalized. This intuition proves orre t
and formal methods [Pap84℄ show that
1 F (t)
g(t) = R 1
:
0 [1 F (t)℄ dt

(1)

Some examples of this relationship are shown in Figure 8.
Establishing the relationship of age to lifetime is useful, sin e it is diÆ ult to sample the distribution f (t)
dire tly. Rather, it an be easier to estimate hange rates using samples from the age distribution g (t) and
then use (1) to estimate F (t) and then f (t). Aliasing of f (t) may happen when a page hange is observed,
sin e an observer an only on lude that one or more hanges have o urred sin e the previous observation.
In observing ages, there is no su h diÆ ulty. Avoiding the aliasing problem is not magi ; we are merely
making proper use of the fa t that the lesystems on whi h the pages reside have sampled mu h faster than
we an. Clearly, observation of a web page age requires the availability of the LAST-MODIFIED information,
whi h restri ts our analysis to a smaller sample.
The simplest possible page lifetime model, and a good one to use for this initial investigation, is one
in whi h pages hange memorylessly. Intuitively, this means that the probability of a page being altered
in some short time interval is independent of how mu h time has elapsed sin e the last hange was made.
This is a ommon model used in queuing systems and statisti al reliability theory [Pap84℄. For su h pages,
7

f (t) is an exponential distribution with parameter . This distribution is a good hoi e, sin e mu h of our

data on page hanges show behavior like that shown in Figure 6. As for the more slowly- hanging ontent,
like the examples shown in Figure 5, it is ertainly possible that these pages are not at all dynami or that
they hange at a very low rate. We pro eed with the assumption that all pages are dynami , even if the
only hange they will ever experien e is their disappearan e. For these longer lifetimes, the best we an
do is to obtain several (dependent) samples of the age distribution. Pages for whi h f (t) is an exponential
distribution also have exponentially distributed ages g (t), sin e
1

F (t) = 1
= e

e

1

t 

t

implies

e t
0 e t
= e t :

1 F (t)
g(t) = R 1
=
0 [1 F (t)℄ dt

R1

(2)

This means we an estimate a page's lifetime PDF, assuming an exponential distribution, using only page
age observations whi h we easily obtain from the data.

4

Dealing with a growing web

It is lear from the empiri al page age distribution shown in Figure 4 that the majority of web pages are
young. What is less lear is why. Di erent explanations an give rise to the same observed age distribution.
One the one hand, a xed population of pages whose hange times are governed by identi al exponential
PDF's will produ e an exponential age distribution when sampled olle tively, as in (2). At the other
extreme, an exponentially growing population of web pages in whi h hanges are rare or even nonexistent
will be skewed towards youth as well - there will be exponentially more pages in one generation relative to
the previous generation.
The middle ground is an exponentially growing web in whi h ea h page hanges at time intervals determined by an exponential. Su h a model will also yield an exponential distribution of page ages when
sampled.
Consider two very di erent models for the web. First, an exponentially-growing population of ompletely
stati web pages will produ e an exponential distribution of observed page ages. To see this, note that the
population at time t is given by an expression of the form P0 et where P0 is the initial population and  is
the exponential growth rate parameter. An age distribution at time  an be formed by reversing the sense
of time, and normalizing by the population size:
(

ggrowing (t;  ) =

e
e

1

0

t


t 2 [0;  ℄ :
t 2= [0;  ℄

(3)

This distribution will approa h an exponential density with parameter  as  gets large.
But an exponential distribution of page ages an arise for ompletely di erent reasons. Consider a xedsize group of identi al pages, ea h of whi h hanges at time intervals governed by an exponential distribution.
Ea h page undergoes many hanges, with ea h hange returning that page to age zero. Su h a population
also gives rise to essentially an exponential age distribution (see 2). In parti ular, the age distribution for
su h a population is

gdynami (t;  ) =

8
<
:

e
(e
0

t
 ) Æ (t

t 2 (0;  )
) t = 
:
t 2= [0;  ℄

(4)

As the time sin e the population's birth,  , be omes large, the distribution of observed page ages will also
approa h an exponential distribution and will be hard to distinguish from that of a growing population of
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un hanging web pages. The hybrid model we use in this paper represents the middle ground - the web
is growing and pages hange a ording to exponential time distributions. These are reasonable working
assumptions.
We now ombine the e e ts of web growth and page hange dynami s. The web has been growing for
several years so that the time sin e reation of web pages is distributed approximately exponentially:

h(t ) = e

t

:

(5)

where  is the growth rate and t is the time sin e reation of a page. We emphasize that t is not to be
onfused with our de nition of the page's age, sin e age refers to the time sin e the last modi ation.
For an exponentially-growing population of dynami pages, ea h of whi h has an exponential age distribution as des ribed by (4), the aggregate age distribution g (t; ) will be a weighted average over time sin e
reation, weighted by the number of pages reated at the same time. Spe i ally,

g(t; ) =

Z

0

1

g(t; ; t )h(t )dt

(6)

1
e t [U (t) U (t t )℄ e
Æ(t t )dt +
0
0
Z t
Z 1
e t e t dt
= e (+)t +
e t e t dt
0
0
= e (+)t + e t e t 1 e t
= ( + )e (+)t :
=

Z

1

e

t

e

Z

t

t dt

(7)

(8)

This means that the age distribution of an exponentially growing population of obje ts with (identi al)
exponential age distributions remains exponential, with parameter given by the sum of the population
growth and page hange rate onstants.
The age distribution for the entire population (namely the whole web) is yet another mixture, in whi h we
take expe tation of (8) with respe t to a joint distribution of growth rate  and hange rate . For simpli ity
we use the same growth rate for all hange rates. Using a distribution over the inverse rate  = 1=x, with
this uniform growth rate  , we express the mixture as

1  1
1
+
g(t) =
e(+ x )t w(x)dx:
x
0
Z

(9)

The only fa tor remaining before this distribution an be mat hed to the data is the shape of the distribution w(x) of inverse hange rates. In our initial development, we use a generalized exponential (Weibull)
distribution over the inverse hange rate (whi h is also the mean hange time), su h that

w(t) =

 

 t
Æ Æ

1


e (t=Æ) :

(10)

where Æ is a s ale parameter and  is a shape parameter. See [MR94℄ for a dis ussion of Weibull distributions,
as well as a more general dis ussion of this family of exponential distributions in [Fel71℄. The shape parameter
an be varied to hange the shape from a very sharply-peaked distribution (for  < 1) to an exponential
(for  = 1), to a unimodal distribution with maximum at some positive t (for  > 1). The s ale parameter
Æ adjusts the mean of the distribution.
To determine what values of  ,  , and Æ best model the observations, we numeri ally evaluate (9) at
a number of ages t. This is used to estimate the umulative age distribution G(t) at N points ti . These
estimates, G^ (t), are ompared with samples from the empiri al distribution G(t) (as diagrammed in the left
half of Figure 4) at points ti . A sum of the squared error over all sample times ti provides a s alar error
fun tion of the ve tor (; ; Æ ). This error fun tion an be minimized:

SEage (; ; Æ) =

1

N
X

N i=1

(G^ (; ; Æ; ti )

9

G(ti ))2 :

(11)
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Figure 9: Best- t age CDF. These plots show the distribution whi h results from a numeri al optimization of
(11), yielding the values  = 0:00176 (growth rate),  = 0:78 (shape parameter), and Æ = 651:1 (s ale parameter).
The top plot uses a log s ale to show the deviations in the t for small age. The minimization was arried out using
linearly-spa ed points.

When this minimization is arried out numeri ally, the optimal values are found to be  = 0:00176,  = 0:78,
and Æ = 651:1. The tted age distribution is shown in Figure 9. These parameters imply a steeper-thanexponential age distribution (sin e  = 0:78) and a growth rate that implies a doubling time of around 390
days. This is not unreasonable, as [LG98℄ estimated a lower bound size of 320 million pages in De ember
1997, whi h in reased in [LG99℄ to 800 million pages by February 1999. This would imply a growth onstant
over the 14 months of  = 0:0022, or a doubling time of 318 days. The di eren e in these estimates tells
us to pro eed with aution, understanding that estimates based on these results are somewhat un ertain.
Moreover, the assumption of exponential growth in the number of do uments is based on assertions of
exponential growth in the number of web hosts (as in [Gra97℄ and [ISC99℄, for example). Growth rates have
slowed appre iably, espe ially in the last year; other estimation methods prove more reliable.

5

Estimating the hange rate distribution using lifetimes

As mentioned previously, inferring hange rates from observed lifetimes is somewhat tri ky, sin e an observed
hange may only be the most re ent of many hanges that took pla e sin e the last observation. Moreover,
hanges that take a long time to happen are inherently more diÆ ult to at h. For example, if one were
to wat h a alendar for three onse utive days, waiting for the month to hange, there is a good han e
that this event will not be observed. However, as the timespan gets longer it be omes more probable that a
hange will be seen. In the same way, it is ne essary to a ount for the probability of observing a hange,
given the timespan of observation.
For a page whi h hanges exponentially at rate , the probability that at least one hange will be observed
within a timespan  is
Pr( hange observedj; ) = 1

e

 :

(12)

The pages in our olle tion are observed over many di erent timespans  . Therefore, to determine the
probability of observing hanges for pages having hange rate , we assume that hange rate and timespan
10
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Figure 10: Observation time distribution and indu ed nite time span bias. The top plot shows the
distribution of observation time spans, or the time di eren e between the rst and last observation timestamps for
individual pages. The spikes appear in this graph be ause we only run our he ks at night, so timespans tend to
luster around 24-hour intervals. Using (13), these timespans translate into the probability of any mean hange time
being represented among our observed web page hanges.

are independent and weight (12) with respe t to the probability of all possible observation timespans i
(dis retized):
Pr( hange observedj) = Zbias (1=) =

iX
=N
i=1

Pr(i )(1

e

i ):

(13)

Possible timespans i are distributed as shown in Figure 10. Combining this data with (13) allows us to
ompute Zbias weighting ea h mean lifetime's probability of being among the observed data. The distribution
of hange rates sampled in our experiment is not the true rate distribution, but rather one that is weighted
by (13). If the a tual density of mean lifetimes is fmean (t), then the observed density of mean lifetimes is

0 (t) = R 1fmean (t)Zbias (t) :
fmean
0 fmean (t)Zbias (t)dt

(14)

These mean lifetimes are only seen through a mixture of exponential distributions, so the observed lifetimes
should approximate the probability density

fobserved (t) =

Z

0

1

e

t f 0
mean (1=)d(1=):

(15)

As with the age-based estimates, we an form a mean squared-error fun tion like (11) and t the CDF
orresponding to (15) to the observed lifetime distribution. We show the distribution of observed lifetimes
11
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Figure 11: PDF and CDF of observed lifetimes. On the left, a res aled histogram approximates the PDF
of observed lifetimes, or di eren es in su essive modi ation timestamps. On the right, we show the orresponding
CDF.

in Figure 11. Using F (t) as the umulative lifetime distribution, and F^ (; Æ; t) as the estimator, the error
fun tion is

SElifetime (; Æ) =

1

N
X

N i=1

(F^ (; Æ; ti )

F (ti ))2

(16)

As before, we use a Weibull density (10) for the distribution of inverse rates (mean times) t. This results
in an error surfa e having a minimum at ( = 1:4; Æ = 152:2). An intensity plot of (16) is shown in Figure
12. The CDF and its estimator are overlaid in Figure 13, and the error in this t is magni ed in Figure 14.
Using our estimates, the mean lifetime PDF and CDF are shown in Figure 15.
The lifetime-based estimates di er substantially from the age-based estimates, but are also more trustworthy, as an been seen by omparing the quality of the t in Figures 13 and 9. There are two reasons for
the di eren e. First, the assumption of exponential growth used for the age-based estimatation is probably
a poor one, as true growth is mu h slower. For ing exponential growth on a more slowly growing population
for es the dynami s to be under-represented, driving our estimates away from their true value. The lifetimebased estimation is not perfe t either, as hange rates may not be independent of observation timespan. A
hange in a page might very well push it into or out of a user's set of sear h results. We ount on the fa t
that in observing faster than the sear h engines, we an observe hanges before these for e a result from the
top of the list. It is diÆ ult to justify an assumption of any parti ular dependen e, sin e this relationship is
ontrolled by many unknown fa tors (re-indexing time for sear h engines used and result ranking strategy,
for example).

6

How fast do sear h engines need to work

We now interpret our model of the onstantly hanging web in terms of web sear h engine performan e.
Our measure of performan e is based on the intuitive on ept of ( ; )- urren y that we de ne below. Our
web model and this new performan e measure will allow us to estimate the speed at whi h pages must be
re-indexed in order to maintain a given level of urren y.
Re all from the introdu tion that a web page's index entry in a sear h engine is - urrent if the web page
has not hanged sin e the last time the page was re-indexed and time units ago. We are willing to forgive
hanges that have o urred within time of the present. The gra e period, , relaxes the temporal aspe t
12
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Figure 16: De nition of \ - urrent". This diagram shows what is meant when we say that an index entry is
urrent with respe t to a gra e period, . In order to be - urrent, no modi ation an go unobserved up to
units before the present.

time

of what it means to be urrent. The smaller is, the more \ urrent" our information about the page is. See
Figure 16 for a graphi al depi tion of the on ept.
To determine whether or not an index entry for a web page is - urrent, we need to know the most
re ent time t at whi h the page hanged. Assume that the page was last observed at time to . With this
notation, the index entry orresponding to a page is - urrent at time tn if the page did not hange between
the last observation (at time to ) and units before the present, or time tn
(assuming to  tn
). For
to > tn , the entry is by de nition - urrent be ause the most re ent unobserved page hange an o ur
either within the gra e period or before we observed the page at to , but this in ludes all past time.
Combining these two ases, the probability that the sear h engine entry for a page is - urrent at time
tn > to + is
Pr( a xed web page is - urrent j to ; tn ) = 1

Pr (to  t  tn

)

(17)

where these probabilities are understood to be for a xed, given web page. We now ompute the probability
that the sear h engine index entry for a randomly (a ording to some probability distribution) sele ted
web page is - urrent.
The above expression (17) for a single web page is stated in terms of a onditional probability. Given a
prior distribution on the variables to and tn , we an use Bayes' Theorem or the total probability theorem to
eliminate them.
In our model, ea h web page has a hange rate  and an asso iated distribution of re-indexing times T (a
periodi re-indexing system will have a single onstant T0 ). These parameters determine density fun tions
whi h, together with the gra e period , spe ify the probability of being - urrent. First, de ne the
probability Pr(a page is - urrent j ; T; ; tn ) to be the probability of a single index entry being - urrent
given , T , , and the time tn at whi h the index is examined. Se ond, de ne the density h(; T ) to be
the joint probability density for (; T ). We assume that h(; T ) is independent of the time tn , whi h is
distributed a ording to a density x(tn ). Using these densities and Bayes' Theorem, the probability that
the system is - urrent is
= Pr(The sear h engine is - urrent)
=

ZZZ h

i

Pr(a single page is - urrent j ; T; tn )x(tn )dtn h(; T )ddT

(18)

The integral is restri ted to the rst o tant sin e no negative times or rates are allowed. In some settings,
it is reasonable to assume a dependen e between T and , sin e di erent re-visitation periods are desirable
for sour es with di erent hange rates.
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We will now evaluate (18) for a single, memorylessly- hanging page. As before, this page has a hange
rate , and is observed periodi ally (every T time units). The probability that the next page hange o urs
in the time interval [t1 ; t2 ℄, where the last observation or hange (whi hever o urred most re ently) was at
time to  t1 < t2 , is
Z t2 to
t1 to

e

t dt

= e (t1

to )

e (t2

to ) :

If t1 = to , this redu es to 1 e(t2 to ) so that the probability that a page hange did not o ur in the interval
[to ; t2 ℄ is the omplement, 1 1 e(t2 to ) = e(t2 to ) .
To evaluate (18) we need to spe ify the fun tion h(; T ) as well as the distribution of times x(tn ) over
whi h we average the - urren y of the index. First, we onsider the limits on the inner integral over tn .
Assuming as we have that all the web pages hange memorylessly, it is suÆ ient to evaluate the inner integral
in (18) over a single observation period T , sin e adding additional periods would only repli ate the integral
over one period.
For onvenien e, we hoose an interval starting at to = 0, at whi h time an observation was last made,
and extends until the time T at whi h the next observation o urs. Using this interval, the probability that
the page does not hange between to = 0 and t = tn
, and is therefore - urrent, is
Pr( - urrent j; T; tn ) = e (tn

) for < tn < T

(19)

by the above dis ussion. Further, note that the page is - urrent with probability one in the interval
[tn
; tn ℄. Spe i ally,
Pr( - urrent j; T; tn ) = 1 for 0 < tn <

(20)

Combining these, the expe ted probability of a single page being - urrent over all values of the observation time tn , using a uniform density x(tn ) = 1=T , is just an average value of the pie ewise-de ned
Pr( - urrent j; T; tn ) on the interval tn 2 [0; T ℄. This gives
Z

Z

T 1
dtn
+
e (tn )dtn
T
0 T
1 e (T )
+
:
=
T
T

Pr ( - urrent j; T; ) =

(21)
(22)

In the rst integral of (21), the probability of being - urrent is one when tn 2 [0; ℄, sin e this would for e
any hange to be within units of the present. We an lean up (22) by expressing as a fra tion  of T
(that is, = T ) and setting z = T . With these hanges, (22) be omes a fun tion of the dimensionless
relative rate, z , and the ratio of the gra e period to the observation period,  . When z > 1, a sour e is
expe ted to hange on e or more prior to T , whereas z < 1 suggests fewer than one hange expe ted before
T . What fra tion of these hanges fall within the gra e period is loosely des ribed by the parameter  ;
some urves are shown for di erent hoi es of  in Figure 17.
We note in passing some properties of the urves in Figure 17 that verify our intuition. First, note that
the probability of being - urrent goes to  as the relative rate T approa hes in nity. High relative rate
implies a web page whi h is observed mu h too slowly; the page hanges many times between observations.
As su h, in the high rate limit,  simply represents the per entage of these hanges that o ur during the
gra e period. For the ase of low relative rate, where pages are sampled mu h faster than they hange, the
probability of a page being - urrent approa hes one, regardless of the gra e period fra tion  .
Choosing a random web page to whi h we apply (22) is equivalent to sele ting a value for . In our
olle tions, as dis ussed earlier, we have observed that the mean time t between hanges roughly follows a
Weibull distribution, (10), whi h is given by


w(t) =

 


t
Æ Æ
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1


e (t=Æ) :

(23)
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Figure 17: Probability of - urren y vs. relative rate. Expe ted value of Pr ( - urrent j(; T;  )) as a fun tion
of relative rate z = T and gra e period per entage  = =T

The hange rate  is the inverse of the mean time between hanges, so we an repla e  in the integral with
the hange rate 1=t.
Using (23), along with the parameter values that resulted from our numeri al optimization, we an
determine the expe ted value of (22) over  for our olle tion. This al ulation for other olle tions or
other demand distributions depends only on nding the distribution w(t) of mean hange times for those
olle tions. Our analysis uses a simple periodi , round-robin re-indexing s hedule, where the revistation time
T is the same for all sour es. Sin e we propose visiting ea h page every T time units, an a urate model for
a real engine would need to a ount for the growth of the olle tion over time.
For this preliminary analysis, we assume a onstant web size to avoid this diÆ ulty. Using the Weibull
distribution for inverse hange rates, the expe ted probability that a uniformly randomly sele ted page
will be - urrent in the sear h engine index is
#

1 "   t  1

1 e (1=t)(T0 )
(
t=Æ
)
=
e
dt:
+
T0
(1=t)T0
0 Æ Æ
Z

(24)

The integral (24) an only be evaluated in losed form when the Weibull shape parameter  is 1; otherwise,
numeri al evaluation is required. The integral gives an for every pair (T0 ; ), de ning a sear h engine
\performan e surfa e." This surfa e an be interpreted in a number of ways. For example, we an hoose a
probability and determine all pairs (T0 ; ) that give that probability. Using our parameter hoi es from
the lifetime-based optimization of (16), we have evaluated the integral and plotted it in Figures 18 and 19,
whi h show the level set for = 95%. It is important to note that the revisitation times whi h result from
this analysis are upper bounds sin e our analysis is based on the less volatile pages that provide timestamps.
From that plot, we an see that in order to maintain (0.95, 1-day)- urrent sear h engine, a re-indexing
period of 8.5 days is ne essary. For (0.95, 1-week)- urren y, a re-indexing period of 18 days is ne essary.
Noti e that these gures do not depend upon the number of do uments in an index, so a re-indexing period
de nes a set of pairs ( ; ), regardless of hanges in the size of the index. Alternatively, we an estimate
e e tive bandwidth requirements to maintain a given level of urren y for a uniform index of a given size.
By \uniform" we mean that no do uments are given any sort of preferen e; all are re-indexed at the same
rate. The e e tive bandwidth is not to be onfused with the link bandwidth, it simply des ribes the overall
pro essing rate, in luding download and analysis.
For example, an (0.95, 1-day) index of the entire web, using the estimate of 800 million pages from
[LG99℄, would require a total e e tive bandwidth of (approximately)
800  106 pages 12 kilobytes 104 Mbits
 1 page = se for (0.95, 1-day) urren y of index of the entire web:
8:5 days
A more modest index, loser to those a tually in use, might have 150 million do uments at (0.95, 1-week)
17

Figure 18: Probability as a fun tion of  and T0 : Here, we plot the probability surfa e as a fun tion of the
gra e period fra tion  = =T0 and xed re-indexing period T0 . This surfa e results from using the more a urate
lifetime-based population parameters, although this surfa e ould be onstru ted for any population. The plane at
= 0:95 interse ts the surfa e in a level set, whi h is plotted in Figure 19 (with values used instead of per entages
 ).

urren y, requiring an e e tive bandwidth of around
150  106 pages 12 kilobytes 9:4 Mbits
 1 page = se for (0.95, 1-week) urren y of index of around 1/5 of the web:
18 days
Clearly, other re-indexing s hemes exist where T is not onstant but is a fun tion of ; see [CLW97℄
for some good dis ussion on possible s hemes. When T is a fun tion of , the integral (24) is modi ed by
substituting in the fun tion T (1=t) and evaluating along the appropriate line in the (T; t)-plane. Additional
modi ations to this development might in lude the addition of a noise term to the observation period and
hoosing the gra e period as a fun tion of the hange rate .

7

Summary

This paper des ribes our e orts at estimating how fast the web is hanging, using a ombination of empiri al
data and analyti modeling. From here, we an begin to onsider the \dynami s" of information, and how
best to deal with observation of hanging information sour es over limited-bandwidth hannels. Mu h work
remains to be done. With a reasonable model of how the web is growing and how fast pages hange, we an
start to formulate s heduling problems for sear h engines. These s heduling problems will depend on what
obje tive we are trying to optimize. This work has used a simple, deterministi periodi revisiting strategy.
By allowing di erent revisit intervals for di erent pages, we an formulate a variety of s heduling problems,
holding two of , and the ommuni ation resour es (that is, server bandwidth) xed for example. We
have not gone into any detail about whi h hanges are \important" and whi h hanges are not, nor have
we delved into the reliability and popularity of the web pages in question. These learly bear heavily on
a user's per eption of how good a sear h engine performs. While we have su h data available to us in our
empiri al database, we have not yet addressed this. How an we estimate the urren y, in our formal terms
of ( ; )- urren y, of ommer ial sear h engines that only allow external probes? How do the di erent sear h
engines ompare in this sense? Indeed, the fast- hanging and fast-growing web may soon for e in reased
relian e on spe ialty sear h engines for the most volatile information sour es.
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Figure 19: Relating

and T0 : =95% level set. Here we have plotted two level sets of pairs (T0 ; ) whi h
yield a probability = 0:95 of being - urrent. The two urves are derived from two di erent estimation methods,
minimizing (11) or (16). The lifetime-based estimates are mu h more a urate. Regardless of the size of the olle tion,
this data an be used to estimate how urrent an engine is when the indexing period T0 takes on a value (in days)
along the horizontal axis. As T0 be omes large, relative he k rate is too slow, and approa hes 0:95  T0 .
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